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The Communities for Families Program 

Virtual Volunteer Description 
 

The Virtual Volunteer position was created for volunteers and families to safely connect 
through a virtual relationship during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Virtual Volunteer is a 
unique opportunity for volunteers to form an intentional friendship with a family, support the 
parent in specific goals, and provide much-needed social connection during an isolating 
season. This volunteer position is dedicated to connecting parents to resources, provide a 
listening ear, and act as a stabilizing relationship.  

Responsibilities 

• Assist and support parents in identifying and establishing a goal to focus on during 
their time in the CFF program.  

• Intentionally build a relationship with the parent by acting as a listening ear and 
support in times of need and celebration.  

• Communicate and meet with the parent on a twice weekly basis to encourage them in 
their goals and connect them to necessary resources. One time every week, attempt 
to connect with the family’s children to give the parent a moment of respite. Please 
note, the success of connecting with the child may depend on the child’s age.   

• Update the DC127 staff through bi-weekly check ins about parent updates, needs, 
goals, and any other important information. 

• Attend cohort meetings on a consistent basis to connect with other volunteers and 
receive support from DC127.  

• Volunteer must be 21 years of age or older and live in the Greater Washington D.C. 
area. 

 
Support for Virtual Volunteers 

• Every Virtual Volunteer is connected to a cohort of other volunteers that started 
volunteering at the same time. The cohort is meant to act as a support group. DC127 
will facilitate consistent online meetings for the cohort to meet and share resources, 
tips, and discuss their experiences volunteering.  

• DC127 provides on-going trainings throughout the year to help guide you on certain 
issues you may need more support in (like trauma-informed care). Although these 
trainings are not mandatory, they are highly recommended. 

• Connection with a Church Advocate from one of DC127’s partner churches to find 
additional resources for the family.  

 

Time Commitment 

Virtual Volunteers commit to serving a family for 6 months. They must connect with the 

family at least twice a week, either through video call, text, or phone call. Of the two 

weekly touchpoints with the family, one should be dedicated to connecting with the 

family’s children. Virtual Volunteers should expect to give 2-3 hours of communication 

with the family and DC127 staff per week, combined.  

 


